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Category: Specific Types of Quilts/Quilting
Listing of books that refer to specific types of quilting, rather than a comprehensive overview of
quilting as an art form. The title, author and a brief description of the book is included, as well as
the publishing date. The date will help you know whether the book is in full colour, black and
white and pre-rotary cutter. Some quilters prefer full colour templates, like beginners. This
information will help you choose your references more suited to your needs.
Title
Author and Date
Information
The Basics of Quilted
Nancy Martin, 1982
-how to make clothing , totes,
Clothing
etc., using quilting techniques as
the design feature
Beautiful FoundationGeorigia Bonisteel, 1999
“...designed with the beginner
Pieced Quilt Blocks
quilter in mind. The technique of
foundation piecing is a quick and
easy way to make beautiful,
complex-looking quilt
blocks...following a numerical
sequence.”
Scraps Organized to
DeLoa Jones, 2002
-how to create a scrappy quilt
Perfection
from start to finish, including
project patterns
Sensational Scrappy
Daira Duffey Williamson, 1992
-basic scrappy techniques and
Quilts
tips and suggestions, as well as
basic patterns
Garden Applique
Terrace Beesley and Tricia
-applique patterns and
Bolrens, 1999
techniques with a focus on floral
patterns
A Romance with Blue and Sharon Rexwood-Ericson, 1995
-two colour designs which can
White
translate into white and ______
Pink Ribbon Quilts: a
Mimi Dietrich, 1991
-large and small quilt projects to
book because of Breast
show support, love and strength
Cancer
for all
Threaded Together: the
ed. by Crafters’ Choice Book Club -inspired by the Pink Ribbon
Pink Ribbon Quilt Project 2002
Quilts by Dietrich; this volume
includes more ‘pink’ themed
blocks
Mini Quilts from
Adele Corcoran and Caroline
-how to quilt small scale block
Traditional Designs
Wilkinson, 1995
projects
Stained Glass Quilting
Roberta Horton, 1980
-basic s on making ‘stained glass’
Technique
quilt blocks
Diamond Log Cabin
Freida Harrod, 1988
Step by step directions for
Tablecloth and Treeskirt
diamond log cabin, including
template
Curved Strip Piecing: a
Marilyn Strothers, 1988
Basic how to
New Technique

Simple Stars: Quilts that
Sparkle

Alex Anderson, 1996

Treasury of Applique
Quilt Projects
Threads from the ‘30’s:
Quilts Using
Reproduction Fabrics
Pairing 2 Block Quilts

Maggie Malone, 1996

Dresden Flower Garden

Blanche Young and Lynette
Young Bingham, 2003
Pat Speth and Charlene Thode,
2002

Nickel Quilts: Great
Designs from 5” Scrap
Pieces
Friendship Block

compiled by Nancy J. Martin,
2000
Nancy Mahoney, 2003

Marge Edie, 2001

Making Memories with
Fabric, Photos and Family
Keepsakes
Botanical Wreaths:
Nature’s Glory in
Applique
Cabbages Roses

Margaret Sindelaar, 1998

Show Me How to Paper
Piece
Sunbonnet Sue

Carol Doak, 1997

Contemporary Quilts

Kay Parker, 1981

Super Simple Squares:
Creative Uses for 6 ½”
squares
Fat Quarter Quilts

Lynda Milligan & Nancy Smith

Laura Munson Reinstatler, 1994

Barbara Brandlebury, 1999

Betty Alderman, 2001

M’Liss Rae Hawley, 1999

-everything you wanted to know
about making a variety of star
blocks
-full size traditional appliqué
patterns
-traditional patterns using
vintage like fabrics
-instructions to combine two
different blocks to create new
designs
-variations on the traditional
Dresden plate block
-scrappy quilts from 5” blocks or
nickel squares of fabric
-make a quilt to pay tribute to
special people and events
-memory quilts and other
household accessories
-wreath style appliqué blocks,
following the theme of flowers
and trees
-variety of projects using floral
fabrics/appliqué as a basis for
the design
-how to machine paper piece,
basic patterns included
-using Sunbonnet Sue as a
jumping off pint for festive
occasion quilts
-patterns based on M.C. Escher’s
art, a type of mosaic design
known as tessellation, a
continuous and overlocking
motif that is repeated
-easy patterns using fat quarters,
pre-made squares and jelly rolls
-explicit instructions for using fat
quarters in small quilts
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